The Power Of I AM - Volume 2
What goes along with the saying of God's name, I AM? Very little seems to be known, even in today's world, about the mystical nature and power that goes with saying I AM. The Power of I AM and The Power of I AM Volume 2 will reveal to the reader what the ancients appear to have known about this mystical name. All day long, mankind is using the name of God and for the most part they are unaware that they are asking for anything, by what they attach to it. When speaking the name of God (I AM) it should be remembered that we should only attach those things that we desire to have happen to us or have in our lives, as our words do not return to us void. Always speak it upward and never downward. What we attach to our I AM, we are asking for in God's name. To know this, is power.
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Customer Reviews

Must have as part of his I Am collection, please see my other review on his first volume. Both of these on "The Power of I Am" are designed to launch you into a deeper understanding of this
essence that is you. What David Allen has done is like no other author that I have read, he has taken so many other authors works and weaved a web of truth that leaves you knowing this is the only path of life. He starts you out on this slow march and then you realize you have been going up the ladder or up the scale to a better and greater understanding of this power within you. Many of the authors that he quotes are some I have never heard of and I have read over 7000 books in metaphysics. The one prominent author being Neville Goddard and that in thanks to Joe Vitale from "The Secret" dvd, Goddard's books will capture you like no other from this line of thinking. David Allen has The Power of I Am so perfectly down that he has brought one of the greatest services to the rest of us to grasp this, the value that will be added to your life from him is immeasurable, thanks to this work of knowledge passed.

I am so grateful to have come across these two editions of The Power of I AM. I have started applying these principles and truths to my Life and it is working. Backed with feeling and strong belief in I AM, you're unmoved. My Life will never be the same. Thank you.

This book is a continuation of "The Power of I Am." This book will teach you how to turn negativity around and change your life.

This along with volume one and "Three Magic Words" will give you the Key.
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